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ABSTRACT 
J3 3a*7 
A generalized Barker  sequence is a finite sequence {a ] of r 
complex numbers having absolute value 1, and possessing a correlation 
function C(T) satisfying the constraint I C  (7 )  15 1,T d 0. Classes  
of transformations leaving I C(T ) 1 invariant a r e  exhibited. Constructions 
for generalized Barker  sequences of various lengths and alphabet 
s izes  a r e  given. Sextic Barker sequences a r e  investigated and 
examples given for all lengths through thirteen. 
l imit  to the length of sextic sequences has been found. 
N o  theoretical  
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GENERALIZED BARKER SEQUENCES 
Solomon W .  Golomb 
Robert A. Scholtz 
1 . Introduction 
i 
A Barker  sequence [ 13 is a sequence {a ] of t l ' s  and -1's of 
r 
some finite length k such that the correlation function C(T)  defined by 
k-T 
C ( 7 )  = a a% satisfies C(T)  - < 1 for T $  0. In the present  note, r r t 7  - 
L 
r = l  
consider "generalized Barker sequences" {a  ] of finite length k, where r 
the t e r m s  a a r e  allowed to be complex numbers of absolute value 1, r 
3. 
k-T 
7 a r a T t T  where correlation is now the Hermitian dot product C(T)  = ---_ . 
L 
r = l  
.(r 
(z' denotes the complex conjugate of z ) ,  and the same res t r ic t ion  
C ( T )  < - 1 for T # 0 is imposed. We will exhibit a c lass  of t ransforma-  - 
tions which leave the absolute value of the correlation function unaltered, 
so that, in par t icular ,  generalized Barker  sequences a r e  changed into 
-.__. -~ 
other generalized Barker  sequences. We examine the effect of these 
transformations on the original (t 1)  Barker  sequences and on four-  - 
valued (t 1, t i) Barker  sequences; and then exhibit constructions - - 
for  generalized Barker  sequences of a var ie ty  of lengths, and all possible 
alphabet s izes .  Finally, we observe some very interesting facts  about 
sextic Barker  sequences, including that they occur for all lengths 
- 1 -  
. 
- 2 ' n i T  
fo r  all T.  In.particular,  since 
tested (i. e. for k < - 131, and could conceivably occur for all possible 
sequence lengths. 
- 
= 1, we have I C  ( T ) [  = IC ( T ) (  
2 .  Barker -Preserving Transformations 
Let  {u ] be a complex-valued sequence of length k, and let  its r 
auto-correlation function C ( 7 )  = We define a new complex- 
U 
r = l  
valued sequence {v ] of length k as  follows: r 
2nir 
m 
-
v = u e  J 
r r 
where m is any non-zero integer. Then we observe that the auto-corre-  
lation function C (7) of {v 3 satisfies 
V r 9 
2nir -2ni(r  + T I  
' ,  
r = l  r = l  
c (7) m m 
k-T 
e = e  * 
= U r ' r t T  U 
L 
r = l  
- 2 -  
6 
. 
generalized Barker  sequence of length k into another generalized Barker  
sequence of length k. 
Further  we observe that the somewhat m o r e  general  t ransforma-  
tion 
2ni ( r t  cy) 
(3) 
X 
v = u e  r r 
where cy and x a r e  any r ea l  numbers,  
and 
which mere ly  runs the sequence backwards,  clearly preserves  the 
x $ 0, a lso preserves  [ v  1 
V r k - r t l ’  
J u  I r =  r 
IC (7) 1 = 1 CU(7) I . Finally, the transformation v = u 
4. 
Barker  property,  as does the transformation w = uT (where the star -r r 
again denotes complex conjugation). 
/ 
2 
In summary ,  there  is a group of 4m transformations,  each of 
which takes m-phase Barker  sequences into m-phase Barker  sequences. 
As generators  of this group, we may take the two order -2  t ransforma-  
tions of t ime reverbal  and complex conjugation, and the two o rde r -m 
transformations of constant multiplication by 5 and progressive 
2ni lm 
multiplication by successive powers of 5 where 5 = e 
3 .  Specific Examples 
If we take m = 2 in equation ( l ) ,  then the sequence 
k -  1 
, u  ) is changed into (u -u2, u3 -u4. .  * , ( - I )  Uk). b lY U2’ U3’ u4. .  . 
In particular , this transformation changes ordinary binary Barker  
k 
- 3 -  
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.. 
. .  
sequences into other such sequences, though nothing very startling 
is obtained in this way. 
is changed into (u iu -u -iu . . . , i u ). In particular, this 
transformation sets  up a one -to-one correspondence between ordinary 
(binary) Barker  sequences and four -symbol Barker sequences (the 
symbols being - t 1, - t i) in  which r ea l  and imaginary t e rms  alternate. 
This correspondence is illustrated in Table I for binary Barker 
sequences of all known lengths. 
Taking m = 4,  the sequence (u l ,  u2, u3, u4 . .  . ,uk)  
k-  1 
1’ 2 3’ 4’ k 
Length k Binary Sequence 
1 t 1  
2 t 1 ,  t 1  
3 t 1 ,  t 1 ,  -1 
4 t 1 ,  t l ,  t 1 ,  -1 
5 t1, t 1 ,  t 1 ,  -1, t 1  
7 t 1 ,  t1,  t1 ,  -1, -1, t 1 ,  -1 
11 t 1 ,  t 1 ,  t 1 ,  -1, -1, -1, t 1 ,  -1, -1, t 1 ,  -1 
13 t 1 ,  t 1 ,  t 1 ,  t 1 ,  t1 ,  -1, -1, t 1 ,  t1,  -1, 3-1, 1, t 1  
Quaternary Barker Sequence 
1 t 1  
2 t 1 ,  ti 
3 t1 ,  ti, t 1  
4 t 1 ,  ti, -1, +i 
5 t 1 .  ti, -1, ti ,  t 1  
7 +1, ti, -1, -ti, -1, ti, t 1  
11 t 1 ,  t i ,  -1, ti ,  -1, -i, -1, +i, -1, +i, t 1  
13 t1 ,  ti, -1, -i, t1 ,  -i, t 1 ,  -i, t1,  -i, -1, ti, t 1  
TABLE I: Correspondence between binary and alternating 
quarternary Barker  Sequences. 
- 4 -  8 
. 
.. 
. I  
(By the resul ts  of Storer  and Turyn [ 2 ] ,  there  a r e  no other binary 
Barker  sequences of odd length and the possibility of other such 
sequences of even length appears quite remote.  ) Another description 
of the correspondence is that betw-een successive t e rms  in the binary 
sequence, there  is a transit ion of either 0 or 180 , while between 
successive t e rms  in the alternating quaternary sequence, there  is 
0 0 0 
a transition of either 90 or 270 , and we let  0 transitions correspond 
to 90 transit ions,  while 180 transitions correspond to 270 transit ions,  
respectively. 
-
0 0 
0 0 0 
It is interesting to note that the quaternary alternating Barker 
sequences of odd length a r e  all palindromic (i. e. , read the same 
forward and backward), thus evidencing a symmetry which is obscured 
in the binary representation. 
Next, we consider a quaternary Barker  sequence of length 15 [3] 
In Table II, we see  w-hich is not equivalent to a binary Barker  sequence. 
such a sequence, together with its t ransforms corresponding to m = 2 
and to m = 4. 
-
Original Sequence t 1 ,  -1, t l ,  t i ,  -i,  -1, ti, -i,  -i, t l ,  ti, t i ,  t 1 ,  t 1 ,  t 1  
Transform with m = 2 t1, t 1 ,  t 1 ,  - i , ’ - i ,  t 1 ,  t i ,  ti, -i, -1, t i ,  -i, -1,  t 1  
Transform w i t h m  = 4 t 1 ,  -i, -1, t1 ,  -i,  -i,  -i, -1, -i, ti ,  -i, t 1 ,  t 1 ,  ti, -1 
TABLE 11. Transformations on a Quaternary Barker  Sequence 
- 5 -  
. 
h 
We observe that the effect of the m = 2 transformation is to 
replace the original t e r m s  by their complex conjugates in r eve r se  o rde r .  
Since reversa l  of order  and conjugation of elements a r e  both elementary 
symmetr ies  which preserve Barker correlation, nothing essentially new 
has been obtained. However, the transformation with m = 4 yields 
a very different sequence from the original. For  example, w-hereas 
the original sequence had one run of length 3 and two runs of length 
2 each, the transformed sequence has one run of length 3 but only 
one run of length 2. Also the original sequence has i ts  run of length 3 
at the end, whereas the transformed sequence has its longest run near 
the middle. 
It may be mentioned in passing that despite its title, Reference 
[41 contains no examples of quaternary Barker codes. 
4. Gener a1 Alphabets 
2niln 
Let p = e , and define the alphabet A to be the set  
p 1. For  subsequent convenience, we also 2 3  
n 
n-1 0, P, P ? P a * . . J  
, the lowest power of p whose phase angle is a t  C(n+1)/21 define ll = p 
least 180 . 0 
We ask  the general question on the existence of Barker sequences 
as follows: "For given sequence length k, what a r e  all the values of n 
such that a Barker sequence of length k can be constructed from the 
- 6 -  
. 
I '  , - .  
. -  
k 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
- 
alphabet A ? "  
n 
In Table III, we answer this question completely for k = 1 ,2 ,  3 , 4 , 5  
by exhibiting constructions which work for a l l  n >  - 2.  
observations will assist the reader in verifying that the out-of-phase 
A couple of simple - 
correlations a r e  indeed < - 1, as required: - 
sequence 
1 
1 . 1  
1Y1, 7 
1Y1Y 7 ,  1 
1 , 1 , 1 ,  - 1 , l  
1Y1Y P, 7 ,  P 
correlation function which n? 
all n > 1 
all n > 1 
all n > 2 
all n > 2  
all even n 
all n except 1 , 2 , 4  
- - 
- 
- - 
- 
all n> 2 - - 
TABLE 111. Construction for generalized Barker sequences for all 
lengths up to 5, and all alphabet s izes  greater  than 1. 
a) The sum of 2 unit vectors  lies within the unit c i rc le  i f  and only i f  the 
angle between those vectors is between 120 and 240 . (In particular,  
1 t 7l l ies within o r  on the unit c i rc le  for 
tightest squeeze, while 
when n = 1 , 2 , 4 ,  the cases n = 3 and 6 being tightest. ) 
0 0 
n > - 2,  the case n = 3 being the - 
p t 7 lies within or  on the unit c i rc le  except 
b) 
is no semi-circle  properly containing all three vectors. 
since the sets  1, 7 ,  7" and 
The sum of 3 unit vectors lies within the unit c i rc le  i f  and only i f  there 
(In particular,  
1, p, 7 each defy containment within a 
- 7 -  
. 
.. 
semicircle ,  the vectors 1 + 7 t $ and 1 + p t 7 do not extend beyond 
the unit circle.  ) Finally, we may observe that 1 t p t ?l t T'' l ies  
outside the unit circle for n = 1 ,2 ,4 ;  on the unit circle for n = 3, 5 ,6 ;  -
and within the unit circle for n > 7.  (In fact ,  this vector sum decreases  - - 
in magnitude to zero as n increases to infinity. ) 
A simple necessary and sufficient condition for the sum of four 
However, unit vectors to l ie within the unit c i rc le  has not been found. 
the follow-ing two necessary conditions a r e  sharp: 
a) The four vectors must  not be contained within an a r c  of less  than 
-1 1 0 
2 COS ( z )  151 . 
b)  No three of the four vectors may be contained within an a r c  of less  
-1 1 0 
104. 5 . than 180° - cos (7) 
For  the case k = 6,  it has long been known that there is no binary 
Barker  sequence. 
not generalized Barker  sequence of length 6 for alphabet s izes  of 3, 4 ,  o r  
5. However, the following example using the alphabet A has been found: 
An exhaustive sea rch  has  shown that there i s  also 
6 
1, 1, €, -1, 1, - €  
2ni/ 6 
where 8 = e . The correlation values for this sequence a r e  
- 8 -  
Except for the Barker -preserving transformations of Section 2 ,  
this example is unique. 
it takes the form 
However , in one of its transformed ava tars  , 
1, 8, -1, 1, - 8 ,  -1 
for which the correlation values a r e  6, -1, -1 ,  1, -1, -1.  
A Barker sequence is called palindromic i f  the sequence reads  
the same forwards and backwards, except for at most  a r ea l  constant 
factor. Clearly the correlation function of a palindromic sequence is 
real .  We have observed that there a r e  sextic palindromic sequences of 
every length through 9, but apparently none of length 10. 
5. The Sextic Alphabet 
There is strong evidence to  indicate that a Barker sequence 
of length 6 can only be achieved over an alphabet A for which n is a 
multiple of 6. 
n 
Moreover, the sixth roots of unity (with zero  adjoined) 
have remarkable  ari thmetic which is partially closed under addition, 
as well as closed under multiplication. 
In Table IVY we see  the present  state of knowledge concerning 
binary, ternary,  quaternary,  and sextic Barker  sequences. 
appropriate ear l ie r  re ferences  for  these cases  a re :  
The 
Binary [2] ,  
- 9 -  
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Ternary  [ 53, and Quaternary [3] .  However, these cases  have al l  been 
rechecked. In Table I V  a blank indicates that no such sequence exists,  
while a question m a r k  means that the question has not yet been 
exhaustively searched. 
TABLE IV: Comparison of the sequences available f rom 
6'  the alphabet A2, A3, A4, and A 
We see  that for lengths k = 6,  8, 10, and 12,  there  a r e  no examples of 
binary, ternary,  o r  quaternary sequences, but that sextic examples 
exist ,  as  follows: 
-
- 10 - 
I +- 
S6 = 
Sl0 = 1, 1, -€ ,  -1, - 6 ,  - 8 ,  -1, € , - €  , - €  
S12 = 1, 1, 8 ,  1, €2 ,  -8 , -8 , -€,  1, - 8 ,  8 ,  -1 
1, 1, 8 ,  -1, 1, -8 
s = 1, 1, 8 ,  1, -8, € ,  -1, € -  .I, 8 
* * *  
* * *  
k 
7 
Examples of length 6, 8, and 10  were first discovered by the authors.  
sequence correlation function which n? 
1,  1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1 7, 0, -1, 0, -1, 0, -1 all even n 
1, 1, 8 ,  8 ,  1, 8 ,  1 7, 2(1 t u ) ,  2 tu t8 ,  all odd n > 1 
2 t u ,  l + u ,  1 t 8 ,  1 except 5 & 7, as well 
where u = B  t 8*. as large even n. 
Examples of length 12 were found in  a computer s ea rch  conducted by 
Harold Fredricksen.  Of these,  only S is unique up to Barke r -  
6 
preserving transformations.  This is  one of s eve ra l  facts supporting 
the highly tentative conjecture that sextic Barker  sequences exist  for all -
sequence lengths, in sha rp  contrast  to the binary case  [2].  That is, 
the search  routines indicate that sextic examples may become more  
numerous as the sequence length increases .  
6. Sequences of Length 7 
The case of sequence length 7 has  been sett led definitively, as 
shown in Table V, which augments Table III. 
TABLE V 
- 11 - 
Here B is an element of A with a phase angle between 120° n 
and IT - cos ( 3 / 4 )  138 - . Not only a r e  there  no 5 o r  7 roots 
of unity with phase angles in this range, but an exhaustive search  has 
shown that there a r e  no Barker  sequences of length 7 over A or  A 
-1 l o  th th 
2 
7' 5 
- 12 - 
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